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...impossible to stay here," said Daniele Glauro, supporting himself against a shop door; "the wind will carry
us away." "Go down; I will overtake you. Only a moment," the master cried to him, leaning on the
balustrade, covering his eyes with his hand concentrating all his soul into the effort of listening. Formidable
indeed was the voice of the gale in that gathering of centuries now turned to stone; it alone dominated the
solitude as in the time when the marbles still slept in the bosom of the mountains, and wild grasses grew
round the birds' nests in the muddy lagoon islands, long before the Doge was installed in the Rialto, long
before the patriarchs had led the fugitives to their great destiny. Human life had disappeared; there was
nothing under the heavens except an immense sepulchre in the hollows of which that one voice re-echoed,
and that voice alone. Its unaccompanied song, its lamentation that had no hope, commemorated the
multitudes that had become ashes, the dispersed pageants, the fallen greatness, the numberless days of birth
and death, the things of a time without name or form. All the melancholy of the world passed with that wind
over the outstretched soul. "Ah, I have grasped you," cried out the joy of the triumphant artist. The entire line
of the melody had been revealed to him, was henceforth his, was immortal in his spirit and in the world. No
living thing seemed more living to him than that one. His own life yielded to the unlimited energy of that
sonorous idea, yielded to the generating force of that germ capable of infinite developments. He imagined it
as steeped in the symphonic sea and unfolding itself through a thousand aspects until it reached its
perfection. "Daniele, Daniele, I have found it...
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From reader reviews:

Madelyn McDowell:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
details. When you read a publication you will get new information because book is one of many ways to
share the information or maybe their idea. Second, studying a book will make a person more imaginative.
When you looking at a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring someone to imagine the story
how the character types do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to some others. When you
read this The flame of life, it is possible to tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours reserve.
Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a e-book.

Tony Sanford:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the free time or they will get wide
range of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , once we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will certainly unlimited
right. Then do you try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare
time, typically the book you have read is definitely The flame of life.

Carl Johnson:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to opt for
book like comic, small story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not attempting The flame of life
that give your pleasure preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the
world can be said as the means for people to know world considerably better then how they react to the
world. It can't be claimed constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man but for all of you who
wants to end up being success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as your good habit, you
could pick The flame of life become your current starter.

Julie Gibson:

You will get this The flame of life by browse the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are
various. Not only simply by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In
the modern era similar to now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their
problem. Right now, choose your ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to
arrange yourself to make your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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